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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background 
Everybody knows that language has a very important role in human life 
since it is the main instrument of communication which is used to communicate 
with each other and to express our feeling, to  share our idea and to criticize. 
Language can be said as influencer of people in social interaction. According to 
Wehmeier (2005:863)that language is all the words that a person knows or uses 
all the particular language, the word that people use who they are talking about a 
particular subject. 
The importance of learning and language can also be found in Al-Qur‟an 
surah Al-Ahzab verse 70 that is : 
 
The verse above means: “O you who believe! Keep your duty to Allah and fear 
him, and speak (always) the truth.” This verse was interpreted by Al-Mahalli and 
As-Suyuti (2001:1808). The verse above clearly shows that language and religion 
are related to each other where language is used as a media. 
1 
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As a media language is used by people ought to be understandable and 
meaningful in order to avoid misunderstanding. In linguistics, the study about 
meaning is called semantics.Fromkin (1982:2) states that semantic is the study of 
linguistic meaning of words, phrases and sentences. Therefore, we can conclude 
that semantic is the study of meaning in words, phrases and sentence forms. 
In Indonesia there is phenomenon where people use language or perform a 
tradition but they don‟t understand its meaning, either its dennotation or 
connotation. One of old literary works in Indonesia that is often perform but it is 
not clearly understood is kalindaqdaq, an old poem from Mandar, West 
Sulawesi.According to Central Berau of Statistic West Sulawesi Province 
(accessed fromhttps://sulbar.bps.go.id/, on July 12th 2017 at 2 pm).Mandarese is 
one of thousand ethnics in Indonesia. The most of Mandarese maintain in West 
Sulawesi, the youngest province in Celebes Island. There are 1.282.180 societies 
living in this province, and the number of Mandarese is about 49.15%.  
Bodi (2008: 2) states thatMandarese as a large ethnic in Celebes area, of 
course, they has rich of literary works. One of them is kalindaqdaq which can be 
categorized as old poem. Kalindaqdaq is formed by two words; „kali‟ means 
discover and „daqdaq‟ means heart. So, the etymological definition of kalindaqdaq 
is discovering feeling andthought that is expressed in beautiful and artistic ways 
(Adawiyah and Srimusdikawati, 2017 : 3). 
The researcher is really motivated to conduct a research entitled 
“Connotation and Denotation of  Mandarese Religious Value in Kalindaqdaq” 
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because it is one of literary works which is important and interesting to be an 
object of research since it is categorized as an old poem that is usually performed 
in some cultural rituals in Mandar. But nowadays most people don‟t know that 
kalindaqdaq has religious value because they just come to watch it and don‟t get 
explanation about its meaning.  
B. Problem Statement 
Based on the background above, the researcherformulated research 
questions, as follows: How is the connotation and denotation of Mandarese 
religious value in kalindaqdaq ? 
C. Objective of Research 
Based on the problem statement above, in this study the researcher 
analyzed the connotation and denotation of Mandarese religious value in 
kalindaqdaq. 
D. Significance of Research 
The significance of the study as follows: 
1. For the researcher are to know the connotation and denotation of 
Mandarese religious value in kalindaqdaq. 
2. In addition, by conducting this study the researcher expects that it can 
enrich semantic study especially the study semantic related with the 
culture. 
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3. For the reader, this research can be a reference to know the culture from 
Mandarese itself then give some information aboutthe connotation and 
denotation of Mandarese religious value in kalindaqdaq. 
E. Scope of Research 
In this thesis, the researcher focused on analyzing the connotation and 
denotation of Mandarese religious value in kalindaqdaq especially in the book of 
KanlindaqdaqMasaaladalamBahasaMandarby Muh. Idham Khalid Bodiand this 
book, there is kalindaqdaq where kalindaqdaq is used in the “SayyangPattudu 
Performance”. 
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                   CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 A. Previous Study 
Before conducting this research, there are some researches who have done 
the related study and most of them researched about the symbols but in different 
objects. The related researches that the researcher takes as references were written 
by: 
Yunus (2008) in his thesis, “An Analysis Of Songs Of Rebana Culture In 
Pallembongan Of Polman ( A Literary Study)”. He focused on the song of rebana 
culture in Pallembongan of Polman lyrics and described the figurative language 
from the song‟s. He used H.Read theory to analyze the data. In that study found 
kalindaqdaq a lot of use figurative language. There were 4 symbols, 1 epithet, 2 
metonomies, 3 personifications, 3 metaphors and 8 alegories and having many 
content and we can found moral values from the message. 
Rifai (2010) in his thesis,“The Cultural Value Of Kalindaqdaq In 
Mandarese Art”. He focused to describe the cultural value of kalindaqdaq in 
Manderese. He used Ferdinand De Sausure to analyze the data. In that study 
found the Kalindaqdaq in Mandarese art contain of cultural values like religion, 
behavious, economy, love and social system values. 
Yanas (2015) in her thesis,“Analysis of Denotative and Connotative 
Meaning of Kalindaqdaq in Sayyang Pattudu Tradition in Mandar”. She focused 
5 
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to describedenotative and connotative meaning of kalindaqdaq in sayyang pattudu 
tradition in Mandar. She used Chandler‟s theory to analyze the data. In that study 
found words having connotative and denotative meaning on the text of 
kalindaqdaq and have moral value there are the pillars of Islam and the teaching 
of humality based on religious and love themes.. 
 All of the researchers have the similar object with the researcher. They 
focus on kalindaqdaq of Mandarese and looking for figurative language such as 
moral values and love themes. But, the researcher will focus to analyzing 
connotative and denotative of Mandarese religious value consist of aqidah, 
syariah and akhlak in kalindaqdaq. 
B. Semantics  
Semantic is a linguistic sub disciplines discuss and review of the meaning 
with "meaning" as an object (Pateda, 2001:7). According to Katz (1972:1) stated 
that semantic is the study of linguistic meaning.  
Based on Verhar (1989:125) semantics is a branch of linguistics which 
posessed using that have a relationship with other social sciences such as 
sociology required and it can be shows the evidence that use certain words to 
express an intention can mark identity of a group of users. 
Ahmad Rifai (2010:13) states that the word semantic has been agreed 
upon the term used in linguistic field which studies the relation between linguistic 
sign with symbolize things, semantic is the science of meaning and it is the one of 
the three language analysis phonology, grammar and semantic.  
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Based on the explanation above, the researcher takes conclusion that 
semantic is the study about meaning. It can be related in some discipline, such as 
philosophy, psychology, sociology and so on. 
C. Meaning 
There are many definition of meaning. Meaning is what the resource or 
transmitter expresses, communicates, or conveys in their message to the receiver 
and what the acquiescent infers from the current context. Meaning can be 
analyzed from different perspectives of which Geoffrey Leech in his „Semantic- A 
Study of meaning‟ (1974) breaks down meaning into seven types or ingredients 
giving primacy to conceptual meaning. There are 7 types of meaning that 
proposed by Geoffrey Leech. They are: connotative, denotative, stylistic, 
affective, reflected, collacative and thematic.But, the researcher will only use two 
types of meaning proposed by Geoffrey Leech to answer the research questions. 
They are connotation dan denotation. Each of them will be described below:  
1. Connotative Meaning 
 Leech (1974: 40-41) states that connotative meaning is the 
communicative value an expression virtue of what it refers to over and 
above its purely conceptual content. It will be clear if people are talking 
about connotation, we are in fact talking about the “real word 
experience”. According to Chaer (1990: 68) a word is called connotative if 
it word have aesthetic value in positive and negative. 
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2. Denotative Meaning 
 Cruse (2006:45) states that the denotative of a linguistics 
expression is that aspect of its meaning which is involved in this potential 
for use in making true statement about the world.According to Raeske 
(1966: 31) states that denotative has reference only to what is 
conventionally understood by word. The denotative meanings of a word is 
thus woid of any emotional or subjective overtones. When examining any 
word: a critic should differentiate between its denotative and its 
connotative meanings. 
 Leech (1974:60) states that conceptual meaning or denotative 
meaning is also called as logical or cognitive meaning. It is the basic 
propositional meaning which corresponds to the primary dictionary 
definition. Such as meaning is stylistically neutral and objective as 
opposed to other kinds of associative meanings.  
D. Religous Value 
According to Marzuki (2012:76)The fundamental framework of Islamic 
thought includes three principal concept of the studies: 
a. Aqidah 
According toIbnu Manzhur(2005: 311) the term of aqidahfrom Arabic 
language is validation, bonding reinforcement and confidence believes. 
The term of aqidah in holy Al-Qur‟an and Hadits always associated with 
believes such a pillars of believes. 
1. Believes to Allah SWT 
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2. Believes to His Angle‟s 
3. Believes to His Revival Book 
4. Believes to His Messenger 
5. Believes to Day of Ressuraction 
6. Believes to Qada and Qadar 
So, the researcher can take conclude that aqidah is faith to God and all the 
universe. 
b. Syariah 
    Zainal (1990:19) states thatsyariah is what is prescribe by religion or 
other for human to do. Such as legal or regulatory law as a consequence of 
aqidah. 
    According to Syaltut (1966:12)syariah is the rules from Allah SWT and 
in prescribe the main point so that humans themselves use it dealing with 
Allah SWT, with moslems, with humans, with world and with their own 
life. 
Syariah includes 5 pillars of Islam. Such as : 
1. Say Two Sentences Confession (Syahadat) 
2. Establish Praying 
3. Give Charity 
4. Fasting in the Month of Ramadhan 
5. A Pilgrimage for those who are able. 
So, the researcher can take conclude that syariah is rules from Allah SWT 
and use dealing with Allah and with their life. 
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c. Akhlak 
     Ibrahim Anis(1980: 202) states that akhlak is nature embedden in the 
soul then it was born many actions such as bad and good without thinking 
and consideration. According Ibnu Miskawaih (1966:21)akhlak is feeling in 
order to support people to do something happily, without thinking and 
preparing. 
Akhlak is the part of the pillars of ihsan such as : 
1. Mukasyafah is the gift and reward from Allah SWT. 
2. Muqarabah is a situation where the human have always felt to be watched 
by Allah SWT., so this awareness encourages the human to be diligent 
performing the order and avoiding prohibitions, includingnthe mutual help 
among fellow human beings. 
So, the researcher can take conclude that akhlakis action without thinking 
and preparing. 
E. Culture 
Hofstade (1980:21) states that culture as “the collective programming of 
the mind which distinguishes the members of one group from another”. Which is 
passed from generation to generation, it is changing all the time because each 
generation adds somethng of its own before passing it on. It is usual that one 
culture is taken for granted and assumed to be correct because it is the only one, 
or least the first, to be learned. 
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F. Kalindaqdaq in Mandarese 
According to Central Berau of Statistic West Sulawesi Province (accessed 
fromhttps://sulbar.bps.go.id/, on July, 12nd 2017 at 2 pm).Mandarese is one of 
thousand ethnics in Indonesia. The base of Mandarese mostly is in West Sulawesi, 
the youngest province in Celebes Island. There are 1.282.180 societies living in 
this province, and the number of Mandarese is about 49.15%. According to 
Adawiyah and Srimusdikawati (2017: 1) an old epigraph, states that Mandarese 
was formed by unifying fourteen kingdoms. They shared their habitual, rituals, 
beliefs, values and other elements of culture with keeping respect each other 
related to boundary of those kingdoms.  
The large number of Mandarese does not stand for its popularity and 
maintenance. Examining in contrast with other ethnics around it, Mandarese has 
not been well-known so far. Meanwhile, many people notice easily Torajanese, 
and Buginese-Makassarese. Tourists from various countries have come to watch 
dead rituals in Torajanese; and then, Lagaligo script of Buginese-Makassarese has 
been studied and digitalized in several libraries abroad. It seems irony because 
Mandarese are not able to make their ethnic being exist in tourism andacademic 
point of view among other ethnics around them, whereas historically and 
psychologically, Mandarese is not different to Torajanese and Buginese-
Makassarese (Mattulada, 1974:4). 
Mandarese language was expressed in the some activities of cultural of 
Mandarese people. Likely ; spreading of religion, trade, agriculture and science of 
literature. Mandarese language is same with Buginese, Makassarese, and 
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Torajanese, it is also a clump of Polinesia Melayu language. All language that 
mentioned above have sound symbol or same word aksara that is called aksara 
lontara, except Torajanese. (Ahmad Rifai, 2010 :10) 
According to Sriesagimon (2009 :14), Mandarase language based on four 
dialects, they are : 
1. Balanipa dialect 
2. Sendana dialect 
3. Banggae dialect 
4. Pamboang dialect 
According to Idham Khalik Bodi (2008: 2) Mandarese as a large ethnic in 
Celebes area, of course, has rich of literary works. One of them is Kalindaqdaq 
which can be categorized as old poem. Kalindaqdaq is formed by two words; 
„kali‟ means discover and „daqdaq‟ means heart. So, the etymological definition 
of Kalindaqdaq is discovering feeling andthought that is expressed in beautiful 
and artistic ways (Adawiyah and Srimusdikawati, 2017 : 3). 
Kalindaqdaq has important position in Mandarese people. According to 
Sarbin Sjam (1997: 57).The specific function will be adjusted based on its themes. 
And below are seven themes of Kalinndaqdaq: Humor (Kalindaqdaq Pangino), 
Satire (Kalindaqdaq Mattedze), Social critics (Kalidaqdaq Pappakaningaq), 
Education (Kalindaqdaq Pipatudzu), Religion (Kalindaqdaq Masaala), Patriotism 
(Kalindaqdaq Pettomuaneang) , Romantic (Kalindaqdaq Tosipomongeq) . 
For instance, Kalindaqdaq Masaala is performed in religion rituals, 
Kalindaqdaq Tosipomonge is performed to tempt tomessawe in mappatamma‟ 
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ritual, or Kalindaqdaq Pettomuaneang can be listened at traditional self-defense 
performance as known as Pammacca. It shows that Kalindaqdaq is not only a way 
of expressing feeling and thought, but also it has been part of Mandarese rituals 
which is believed as prayer. (Adawiyah and Srimusdikawati, 2017 : 3). 
According to Idham Khalik Bodi(Interview December 12
th 
2017, at 08.35 
am) Kalindaqdaq has characteristic namely : 
1. Every couplet compose on four lyrics 
2. The first lyric compose on eight words 
3. The second lyrics compose on seven words 
4. The three lyrics compose on five words 
5. The fourth lyrics compose on seven words 
6. As poetry of words, and 
7. Poetry of Kalindaqdaq is a generally feee, although, there is also poem 
ending aaaa, abba, abab, or aabb. 
For example: 
Kalindaqdaq is rhyme of aaaa : 
Nagayangi Batangngu  Will i hold my heart 
NA ulipas kappungngu  Will i leave my village 
Monge nyawa u   Broken in my heart 
Na mottong di kappungngu Stay in my village 
 
Kalindaqdaq is rhyme of abba : 
Alonio timami todio  Take and help up 
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Orongaq dimattinna   And with bring me swim to 
Mauaq muitaq   Land if you see me 
Tallang siola sara   Sink cause my love 
Kalindaqdaq is rhyme of abab : 
Sanammaq diong di lino  I have been happy in the world 
Ummoroi dunnia  Leave in thos world 
Battat domo    Just self 
Tandi tattu baren  Has sure destiny of fortune 
Kalindaqdaq is rhyme of aabb : 
 Timanaq pakurru-kurruq  Coddled me very love 
 Padiriwammu daiq   put on 
 To pura sola   The man has lost 
 Dipannawa-nawanna  Heart and mind 
 G. SayyangPattudu 
Similarly as festival conventional Mandar when any one who need moved 
on done perusing Al-Qur‟an or khatam Al-Qur‟an.The son is being khatam taken 
around the village with “Mattindor to tammaq”(follower), and use horse which 
has learnt dance or “Sayyang Pattudu”.Along messawe to tammaq with sayyang 
pattudu, that time also Kalindaqdaq need enter for hitting of rebana, Kalindaqdaq 
will be a major aspect stately the point when messawe will tammaq may be 
perfomed, the performer of kalindaqdaq must have a capacity on informing. Each 
occasion kalindaqdaq is used to a motivation, spirit, critic, society, and 
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entertaining yet the message is substance on kalindaqdaq relate with happen every 
day life.  
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                                         CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH 
A. Research Method 
This study primarily applies a descriptive-qualitative method in analyzing 
the data. Kothari (2004:2-3) states that a research which allows the researcher to 
observe anything related to the object of the research without having a right to 
control it is called descriptive research. Based on Jankowski and Jensen (2002:4) 
a qualitative research observes the production of meaning which is closely related 
to social and cultural phenomenon.While descriptive-qualitative method is used to 
describe theconnotation and denotationof Mandarese religious value in  
kalindaqdaq. 
B. Data Source 
The source of the data in the study is the subject of where the data can be obtained 
(Suharsimi 2002:107). In this research, the researcher used two types of data : 
1). Primary Data  
The researcher took the data from book especially book of Kanlindaqdaq 
Masaala dalam Bahasa Mandar local people who know the information relate 
with connotation and denotation of Mandarese religious value and kalindaqdaq 
and cultural observer who have do some research about tradition of Mandarese. 
Then he will get the information from the connotation and denotation of 
Mandarese religious value in  kalindaqdaq itself. 
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 2). Secondary Data 
     the supporting data took from three informants; they were Dr. H.M Napis 
Djuaeni MA (The chief of Sekolah Tinggi Agama Islam Negeri Majene), Dr H 
Muh. Idham Khalid Bodi, M.Pd (the chief of BALITBANG Agama Makassar) 
and H.A.M. Ridwan Tahir, Lc., MA (The lecturer of UIN Alauddin and STAIN 
Majene) 
C. Instrument of Research 
 In collecting data, the researcher used note taking as an instrument of the 
research. According to Nordquist, note taking is the practice of writing down or 
otherwise recording key points of information (2017:1).The researcher used 
note taking to collect points of information kalindaqdaq in Mandarese then 
describe the connotation and denotation of Mandarese religious value in  
kalindaqdaq. 
D. Procedure of Data Collection 
The researcher in this study use some steps in collecting the data as follows : 
1. Reading Book 
The researcher read the book of Kanlindaqdaq Masaala dalam Bahasa 
Mandar by Muh. Idham Khalid Bodi. 
2. Transcribing 
While reading the book, the researcher wrote, selected, and classified the 
data. The researcher arranged the data systematically in accordance with 
research question. 
18 
 
 
 
3. Interviewing 
After transcribing, the researcher then selected the data. The researcher 
interviewed religionist and humanist in Mandar to get more information 
and make conclusion. 
E. Data Analysis Technique 
After collecting data and get some informations about the connotation and 
denotation of Mandarese religious value in  kalindaqdaq, the researcher analyzed 
all of the informations by using Leech theory. 
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       CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
A. Findings and Discussion 
This section identifies and describes the religious value in twenty 
kalindaqdaq. 
1. The First Kalindaqdaq 
- Words  
 Sahadaq di tuqu tia 
Syahadat itulah kiranya 
Syahadat is like 
Aju sakkaq daunna 
Pohon kayu rimbun daunnya 
A tree that has lush leaves 
Na dioroi 
Sebagai tempat 
And is a place 
 Mettullung mappesai 
 Bernaung beristrahat 
To shelter and to rest 
19 
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- Denotation  
Explanation : Aju or pohon means trunked plants which are hard and big. 
- Connotation 
Explanationation : In the kalindaqdaq above, there is the word “aju” which 
means “tree”. It can be seen in the first and the second sentence “syahadattuqutia, 
ajusakkaqdaunna” which means “tree” and it’s lush. The word syahadah and tree 
can’t be separated because it’s been already known that “syahadah” means to 
admit. There is no God but Allah and Muhammad is the messenger. When we 
believe and say syahadah, It means that it’s been already done the 1st pillar of 
Islam which is part of syariah. The word tree is described as a protector, 
conditioning from the worst things happening in hell. So when we use syahadah 
well so that it will be our protector. In syahadah, we admit that there is no God 
but Allah so we can conclude that there is a value of “aqidah” which is the first 
principle of Islam. 
2. The Second Kalindaqdaq 
- Words  
 Passambayang moqo daiq 
Dirikanlah shalat 
Pray! 
 Pallima wattu moqo 
Yang lima waktu 
Five times a day 
Iyama tuqu 
Itulah nantinya 
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One day 
Pabongan di aheraq 
Bekal di akhirat 
It is to be yours in hereafter 
- Denotation  
Explanation : Pebongan or bekal means provision is something that is 
provided such as food and money to be used in travel. 
- Connotation 
Explanation : In kalindaqdaq above, there is the word “pebongan” which 
means “stock”, it can be seen that there is also the word “shalat”. The word 
“shalat” can mean “stock” that has to be prepared and it will be used in hereafter 
because it will be asked earlier than others. Shalat is the part of the pillars of 
Islam. It is the second one and categorized as part of syariah value. As well when 
people pray perfectly so that the people obey the rules given by Allah and this is 
also the part of aqidah value which is the first one believe in Allah. 
From pray, the people can be better and prevent ourselves from the bad 
things. So the people can know that shalat is something that will be brought to 
hereafter one day. It also makes us having good aqidah so there is also “attitude or 
akhlak”. Therefore, there are three values  in kalindaqdaq. 
3. The Third Kalindaqdaq 
- Words  
Saiyyang borraq ditia 
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Kuda buraklah 
Buraq horse 
Tonanganna nabitta 
Kendaraan nabi kita 
Is our Prophet’s transportation 
Naola daiq 
Yang ditumpangi ke atas 
Which is driven up 
Sita Allah Taala 
Berjumpa dengan Allah Ta’ala 
To meet Allah 
- Denotation  
Explanation : Daiq or atas means higher place. 
- Connotation 
Explanation : In kalindaqdaq, it is explanationed about the journey of 
Muhammad SAW or it is known as isra’ mi’raj. The word “atas” if it is 
translated, the meaning found is “the higher place”. However, if we see the 
connotative meaning, it is “journey to meet Allah”. In kalindaqdaq, there is 
syariah value, the 4
th
  principle of Islam because we believe that Muhammad 
SAW took journey to meet Allah. 
4. The Fourth Kalindaqdaq 
- Words  
Muaq diang pallambiang  
Kalau ada kemampuan  
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If there is an ability 
Pappedalleqna puang 
Rezeki pemberian Allah 
Sustenance given by Allah 
Daiq leqba o 
Harap engkau pergi 
Hope you leave 
Di lataq mappacinna 
Ke tanah suci-Nya 
To the holly land of his 
- Denotation  
Explanation : Litaq or tanah means the surface of the earth or layer of the 
earth which is higher and mapaccing means free from dirt or clean. 
- Connotation 
Explanation : In kalindaqdaq, it is explanationed that if we have “rezki” 
given by Allah so that it is hoped that we can go to the holy land. In dictionary, 
the meaning of “tanah” and “bersih” have different meaning. It can be seen in 
the connotative meaning of the words. They mean going to Mecca for hajj. Going 
to Mecca is the 5
th
 principle of Islam which is part of syariah value. 
5. The Fifth Kalindaqdaq 
- Words  
Mua iqdai muissang  
Kalua engkau tak mengenal 
If you do not know 
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Rokonna assalangan 
Rukunnya keislaman 
Five pillars of Islam 
Borongi lopi 
Laksana perahu 
Like a boat 
Andiang latterana 
Tiada berlentera 
No lentern 
- Denotation  
Explanation: Lopi or perahu means water vehicles which are generally 
pointed at both ends and wide in the middle and latterana or lentera means a 
small lamp which is covered in glass. 
- Connotation 
Explanation : In kalindaqdaq, there is a word “lopi” which means “boat” 
made of “lattera” which means “lentera”. The word “perahu” can be translated 
as “human” and “lentera” which also mean “muara hukum” or the principle of 
Islam that is part of syariah value. When the people don’t know the principle of 
Islam, the people will be “lost” and “misleading”.  
6. The Sixth Kalindaqdaq 
- Words  
Bismillah akkeq letteqna 
Dengan nama Allah melangkah kaki 
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By stepping with the name of Allah 
I bolong batu-batu 
Si Hitam dari Batu-Batu 
The black from Batu-Batu 
Millambalao 
Berjalan menuju 
Walking to 
Di seqdena masigi 
Pekarangan di samping masjid 
The park near a mosque 
- Denotation  
Explanation : The movement of the foot (front, go back, to the left, to the 
right) when walking is called step. 
- Connotation 
Explanation : In kalindaqdaq above, there is the word akkeq / lift / step, the 
word “step" is the movement of the foot (forward, backward, left and right) when 
walking. Whereas in the sentence there is the word “Bismillah Akkeq Letteqna” 
which means by the name of Allah stepping foot which figuratively means 
stepping foot here means that every work done must remember Allah or whatever 
our activities must remember our Lord, Allah because when Allah is remembered 
by us means simultaneously also we have believed in the first pillar of faith which 
is part of the aqidah value. 
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The work done without remembering Allah will be lost. However, when 
the work we do always remembers God and becomes a habit, we will be far from 
making sins and we will have good morals. Therefore, when we have good 
morals, it is included in the akhlak value section. 
7. The Seventh Kalindaqdaq 
- Words  
Ia bega maparriqna 
Sungguh sangatlah sukar 
It is very difficult  
Oroang di aheraq 
Tempat di akhirat 
place in hereafter 
Pitu I kattor 
Tujuh kantor 
There are seven offices 
Oroang peparessa 
Tempat pemeriksaan 
Inspection office 
- Denotation  
Explanation : A building which is used to manage a working is called 
office. 
- Connotation 
Explanation : In the kalindaqdaq above, there are words kattor / office. 
The office is a building that manages a job. Whereas in the sentence there are 
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seven words in seven languages /seven offices where meaningful checks, there are 
seven places to be passed by human after they died, namely: 
a.  Alam Barzah (Alam Kubur) 
Alam barzah is the first stopover place after death. In this grave, human 
can already know where to live in the hereafter, whether heaven or hell. In the 
grave, the human will be questioned by angelic Munkar and Nakir about “Who is 
your God?”, “Who is your Messenger?”, “What’s your holy book?” and so on. 
When the dead person /human answer correctly then he will get the pleasure 
buried. Unlike those who answered wrongly, then he would be tortured in the 
grave. 
b. Day of Resurrection 
Day of resurrection is the life after death. According to Islam, the next step 
that will be followed after the angel of the Israfil blew the trumpet. When the 
angel of Israfil blows the first trumpet, then all beings will perish. Then he blew 
out a second time, so that all beings will live back without exception. 
c. Padang Mahsyar 
Padang Mahsyar is a very flat place. All creatures including jinn and 
human beings are collected for the sake of justice. 
d. Yaumul Mizan (Good Day Charity and Poor Charity) 
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After all the creatures gathered in the field of mahsyar, it is time to show 
in the jinn and human’s charity books. Their charities will be weighed and 
calculated which are more good deeds or poor charities. 
e. Yaumul Hisab (Day of Calculation) 
After receiving a notebook, the genie and human will undergo charity and 
will count their good deeds and their bad charities. 
f. Sidratal Mustaqim 
The mustaqim sidratal bridge is a bridge of seven hairs. Anyone who 
believes in passing this bridge will be success without any effort. Unlike people 
who have a lot of sins, they will be hard to pass and will fall down where there is 
a very hot fire. 
g. Heaven and Hell 
This place is the last place. Heaven is the loveliest place, a place of 
gathering of prophets and apostles and shalehs. Before entering the heaven, we 
will be greeted by angel of Ridwan as the guard of the gate of heaven. 
Very inversely proportional to hell. Hell is a very bad and hot place, this 
place is a place of retribution for people who have many sins and also a place of 
rumors. Before entering hell then we will be greeted by angel of Malik who will 
bring us into it. 
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In this case, there is the value of aqidah because we have believed the 
final day which is part of the pillar of iman. 
8. The Eighth Kalindaqdaq 
- Words  
Nyawa di anna Puang 
Nyawa dengan Tuhan 
Soul with God 
 Sammesa bandi tia 
Sebenarnya adalah satu 
Actually is one 
 Borong taruno  
Ibarat telunjuk 
Like a index finger 
 Iqda mala sisaraq 
Tidak dapat berpisah dengan jari 
Can not break the finger 
- Denotation  
Explanation : The finger which is between middle finger and thumb is 
called index finger. 
- Connotation 
Explanation : In the kalindaqdaq above, there is a taruno/ index word. The 
index word means the finger between the middle finger and thumb. In 
kalindaqdaq, it reads "borong taruno iqda mala sisara" or like a finger that can’t 
part with fingers . Even though the figurative meaning here has been 
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explanationed in the previous sentence, "the life in the midst of the village of 
Bandi is not one or the life with God is actually one". Here it can be known that 
the word fore finger means a life that cannot separate from other fingers because 
life with God is an inseparable part. In kalindaqdaq when we remember Allah 
SWT means simultaneously also we have believed in the first pillar of faith which 
is part of the value of aqidah. 
9. The Ninth Kalindaqdaq 
- Words  
Manu-manuq di Suruga 
Kiranya burung-burung dari surga 
If the birds of heaven 
 Saiccoq pole bomi 
Sebentar-sebentar datang lagi 
Intermittently coming again 
 Mappittuleang 
Menanyakan 
Asking 
 Tosukkuq sambayanna 
Siapakah gerangan yang sempurna shalatnya 
Who is the perfect prayer? 
- Denotation  
Explanation : The animal which has four legs, wings and has fur, and 
usually be able to fly is called bird. 
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- Connotation 
Explanation : In kalindaqdaq above, there are words “Manuq-manuq di 
suruga” which mean birds in the heaven. Bird means two-legged animal, has 
wings, fur and generally can fly. In this kalindaqdaq, there is figurative language 
which refers to angel. As we know that angel has wings to fly everywhere. So we 
can conclude that in this kalindaqdaq , there is aqidah value because we have 
believed in the second faith pillar. It is believing in the angel. 
10. The Tenth Kalindaqdaq 
- Words  
Diang lopi na musombal 
Bahtera akan bertolak 
The ark will depart 
 Andiang padomanna 
Namun tak ada pedoman 
But no guidance 
 Sawaq siriqna 
Itulah tabiat 
That's the habit 
Lamba-tuleq  
Malu bertanya sesat dijalan 
Shame asking to go astray on the street 
- Denotation  
Explanation : Pedomanna/guideline means collection of basic provisions 
to give direction how everything should be done. 
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- Connotation 
Explanation : In kalindaqdaq above, there are words “Diang lopi na 
musambal andiang padomanna” or the ark will depart but there is no guideline. 
Pedomanna/guideline means collection of basic provisions to give direction how 
everything should be done. Here, it can be known that the ark that it’s meant is 
human being and guideline is al-Quran and sunnah. When we want to do 
something and we do not have guideline so we will do something in vain and run 
in a wrong way. The same as we want to be saved hereafter but we have no 
guideline, so we will fall prey to sin and go to hell. In this kalindaqdaq, there is 
aqidah value because we have believed in the third faith pillar that is believing in 
Allah. 
11. The Eleventh Kalindaqdaq 
- Words  
Issang ajappui toi 
Tahu dan kenalilah  
Knowing and recognizing 
 Sareaqna Muhammad 
Syariat muhammad  
Syariah of Muhammad 
 Iya maqissang 
Dia yang tahu 
He knows 
Lawangan di aheraq 
Jalan ke akhirat 
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The way to the hereafter 
- Denotation  
Explanation : The place to be passed by the people is called road or street. 
- Connotation 
Explanation : In kalindaqdaq above, there is word “lawangan”/ the way. 
Street means a place for people traffic. In this kalindaqdaq, there are words 
“Issang ajappui tui soreagna Muhammad, iya magissang, lawangan di aherag” 
or know and recognize syariah of Muhammad, he who knows, the way to 
hereafter. Here, there is figurative language that is “the way”. It means guidance 
of the prophet. As human being, if we want to know or get happiness hereafter so 
we have to know the guidance. In this kalindaqdaq, there is aqidah value because 
we belive in the fourth faith pillars. 
12. The Twelfth Kalindaqdaq 
- Words  
Muaq dipatuleq i tau 
Kalau kita ditanya 
If were asked 
 Anna sala balinna 
Dan jawabannya salah 
And the answer is wrong 
 Bemmeqmi tau 
Jatuhlah 
We will fall into 
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Naraka melarai 
Neraka yang menadah 
Hell that is ready to catch up 
- Denotation  
Explanation : Go down or sliding is called falling.  
- Connotation 
Explanation :In kalindaqdaq above, there are bemmeg / fall words. The 
word fall means dropping / sliding. Whereas in the above words or sentences have 
different meanings because when we are asked and our answer is wrong then we 
are wrong then we get torture. In the next sentence there is a word of hell, here is 
a grave ready to squeeze us or the opposite, because the grave is a small miniature 
of heaven and hell. When we know about torture in the grave then we have 
believed the final day which is part of the pillar of faith and includes the value of 
aqidah. 
13. The Thirteenth Kalindaqdaq 
- Words  
Beluaq dibare pitu 
Rambut dibelah tujuh 
It is like hair which is split into seven 
 Leteang di naraka 
Titian di neraka 
Place for people to cross in hell 
 Napiletei 
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Tempat meniti 
Place for people to cross 
To andiang lappaqna 
Bagi orang tak beriman 
For unbelievers 
- Denotation  
Explanation : Body hair which is grown up on the skin (especially on the 
head) is called hair. 
- Connotation 
Explanation :The kalindadaq on above there is the word beluaq means 
hair. Hair means a body hair which is growed up on the human skin especially on 
head. In this kalindaqdaq there is a word “beluaq dibare pitu” means that the hair 
cut in seven parts. In other side, the hair cuts in seven parts (sidratal mustaqim) 
means the bridge in hearafter that will accross by humans. For those who believe 
Allah with with His messenger that will be easy to acrooss the bridges different 
with the people who have many sins that will be hard to accross the bridge and 
will fall to the hell. When we are knowing and believing the existences of the 
bridge from hair cuts into seven parts so that we have believed hearafter that 
includes the principle of Islam  
14. The Fourteenth Kalindaqdaq 
- Words 
Sulo apa dipesulo 
Kiranya pelita apakah yang dipakai 
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The torch is used 
Tangalalang di kuqbur 
Jalan ke kubur 
The road to the tomb 
Anna mabaya 
Sehingga terang 
So bright 
Lao dipeppolei 
ditempati 
To stay  
- Denotation  
Explanation : The light which needs fuel is called torch. 
- Connotation 
Explanation :In meaning of kalindadaq “Sulo apa dipesulo tangalalang di 
kuqbur” means what is the torch that people will use in tomb. The kalindadaq on 
above there is a word sulo means oil lamp or torch. The lamp means is a 
something that needs a fuel. The word sulo means the lighting or refers to good 
attitude from people who have good relations to God and with other humans.  In 
this kalindadaq there is aqidah values because there is instruction to follow the 
first principle of Islam that we have to believing Allah. In other hand, there is 
akhlak values because we have to keep the relations with other humans, for 
example we have to help each other. 
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15. The Fifteenth Kalindaqdaq 
- Words  
Ia lao dipesulo 
Pelita yang dipakai 
The light used  
Tangalalang di kuqbur 
Melaluijalanmasukkubur 
Through the entrance of the grave 
Nyawatassekkaq 
Adalahjiwa yang takbercabang 
Is a non-brutal soul 
Marorotandibaris 
Serta lurustakbergores 
As well as straight not scratching 
- Denotation  
Explanation : The park of the trunk which grows from the bough which is 
the top clover becoming corner is called branch. 
- Connotation 
Explanation : In this kalindadaq there is word “Nyawa tassekkaq” or not 
diverge soul and in other sides, sekkaq means small branch or twiq. Small branch 
which grows from the bough that is the top of cloven becoming the corner. The 
connotation of this kalindadaq refers to the  strong conviction to Allah SWT. this 
includes to the aqidah values because it is related to the first principle that we 
have to believe Allah. In other side, when we have conviction only one God, it 
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means that we have obedient all of the prohibition from Him and this includes of 
akhlak values.  
16. The Sixteenth Kalindaqdaq 
- Words 
Inna juqnuq inna jeqneq 
Manakah sesungguhnya junub dan air  
Which is actually soiled and the water  
Sahadaq tongat-tongan 
Serta syahadat yang sesungguhnya 
And true confession 
Meloq u issang 
Ingin ku kenali 
I want to recognize 
Meloq u ajappui 
Dan ingin pula ku ketahui 
And I also want to know it  
- Denotation  
Explanation : The vile condition because of sperm or having sexual 
intercourse which obligates someone to take a bath with wetting the body from 
hair until the end of foot is called impure. 
   - The pure liquid which doesn’t have color, taste, and no spoiled which 
is needed in human, animal and plants, as chemical which contains hydrogen and 
oxygen is called water. 
- Connotation 
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Explanation : In this kalindadaq, there are certain words used by 
Mandarese people that are junuq and jeqneq. The connotation of meaning of this 
kalindaqdaq is the people want to pray with God must be in good healthy and 
keep their body from the something dirty. In addition, the meaning of  jeqneq  is 
the water that used for to take ritual ablution. It is used when we want to take a 
pray and it is one of the way to make a clean our body in order to expect that God 
will accept our Ibadah. The researcher concluded that, first there is akidah values 
because there is a desire from people to make good relations and worship to God 
and the second, there is syariah values because when the people wants to pray 
with their God must be with good condition and keep clean from something worst 
or bad. 
17. The Seventeenth Kalindaqdaq 
- Words  
Muaq mu ajappui mi 
Kiranya anda sudah ketahui 
If you already know 
Rokong sappulo tallu 
Rukun tiga belas 
Thirteen pillars 
Rapammoq lopi 
Anda sudah bagaikan perahu  
You are like a boat 
Mappake suraq bebas 
Yang memakai surat bebas 
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Who use the free letter 
- Denotation  
Explanation : Ruman numeral which is symbolized and thirteenth order is 
called thirteen. 
- The water vehicle with machine or without machine, commonly with 
sharp shape on two tops and wide in the middle is called boat.  
- The written paper is called letter. 
- Liberated and be able to move is called free. 
- Connotation 
Explanation : In this kalindadaq, there is a word sappulo Tallu  means 
thirteen, and the word lopi means a boat, while suraq bebas means a letter for 
free. Ruman numeral which is symbolized and thirteenth order is called thirteen. 
The water vehicle with machine or without machine, commonly with sharp shape 
on two tops and wide in the middle is called boat. The written paper is called 
letter. Liberated and be able to move is called free. 
In connotation, in this kalindadaq, there is statements that rokonna sappulo 
tallu or thirteen principle of Islam. Moreover, in this principle consist of 6 
principle of belief, 5 pillar of Islam, and 2 pillar of Ihsan. 6 Principle of belief 
such as: 
The term of aqidah in holy Al-Qur’an and Hadits always associated with 
believes such a pillars of believes. 
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1. Believes to Allah SWT 
2. Believes to His Angle’s 
3. Believes to His Revival Book 
4. Believes to His Messenger 
5. Believes to Day of Ressuraction 
6. Believes to Qada and Qadar 
Syariah includes the pillars of Islam and consist of 5. Such as : 
1. Say Two Sentences Confession (Syahadat) 
2. Establish Praying 
3. Give Charity 
4. Fasting in the Month of Ramadhan 
5. A Pilgrimage for those who are able. 
Akhlak is the part of the pillars of ihsan such as : 
1. Mukasyafah is the gift and reward from Allah SWT. 
2. Muqarabah is a situation where the human have always felt to be 
watched by Allah SWT., so this awareness encourages the human to be 
diligent performing the order and avoiding prohibitions, including the 
mutual help among fellow human beings. 
 The connotation of lopi or boat and suraq bebas are refers to the 
humans who will free from God’s punishment when he or her apply the 
thirteen principle of Islam. Consequently, the people will save until 
hereafter when they obey the and walk on and obey that principle. This 
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kalindaqdaq represents there is aqidah values, syariah values, and akhlak 
values. 
18. The Eighteenth Kalindaqdaq 
- Words  
Passombalang di aheraq 
Perjalanan ke alam akhirat  
Journey to the Hereafter 
Tania are-are 
Bukan perjalanan yang gampang 
It is not an easy trip 
Maiqdi batu 
Banyak batu  
A lot of rocks  
Di tangngana lolangan 
Ditengah samudra tak bertepi 
In the middle of an infinite ocean 
- Denotation  
Explanation :  The hard and solid thing which comes from the earth or 
other planet but not a logam is called rock. 
- Connotation 
Explanation : In this kalindaqdaq there is word batu or rock. The hard and 
solid thing which comes from the earth or other planet but not a logam is called 
rock. “Passombalang di aheraq, tania are-are, maiqdi batu di tangana lolangan” 
means the journey to the hereafter is not easy journey, so many pebbles in the 
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middle of the ocean. In connotation meaning, this kalindaqdaq describes the 
people in the world must have good attitude in order to make easy their journey to 
the end of the day. Morover, people want to reach their happiness in hereafter is 
not easy because so many obstacles likes, temptation, and disruption from other 
people to do something bad attitude. The researcher concluded that there is aqidah 
values because the people  must do something good in order to get the better 
destiny and get easy journey to the end of the day. 
19. The Nineteenth Kalindaqdaq 
- Words  
Laku-laku pattulung 
Rajin-rajinlah menolong 
Be diligent to help 
 Tau digauq bawang 
Orang teraniaya 
The people are molested 
 Lipaq saqbena 
Sarung sutranya 
Sarong of sutra 
 Batang di lalang kuqbur 
Jasad dalam kubur  
The body in the grave 
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- Denotation  
Explanation : The cover is called sarong.  
 - The soft and gentle yarn which comes from cacoon of silkworm is called 
silk. 
- Connotation 
Explanation : In this kalindaqdaq there is word lipaq saqbena or sarong of 
sutra. The cover is called sarong.The soft and gentle yarn which comes from 
cacoon of silkworm is called silk. Lakui-lakui pattulung, tau digauq bawang, 
lipaq saqbena batang dilalang kuqbur means take a lot of help to other people 
who are molested in order to become a shield in the tomb. The connotation 
meaning of this kalindaqdaq is refers to the people who take a lot help to each 
others that reward will be back to the people itself until passed away and going to 
the tomb. Their reward can be save their body to the punishment from Allah 
SWT. The researcher concluded that there is akhlak values because consist of 
messages that people should help each others. 
20. The Twentieth Kalindaqdaq 
- Words  
Sambayang diti tuqu 
Shalat itulah namanya 
Prayer is the name 
 Na dipajari sulo 
Yang akan dijadikan obor 
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Which will be a torch 
 Na dipajari 
Akan dijadikan 
Will be made 
Tappere di kuqburta 
Tikar dalam kubur 
Mat in the grave 
- Denotation  
Explanation : Cane work of the leaves of pandan which is used to sit and 
sleep is called a plaited mat. 
- Connotation 
Explanation : In the kalindaqdaq above, we can see the word mat the word 
“tappere or mat” means cane work of the leaves of pandan which is used to sit 
and sleep is called a plaited mat. It is also written sambayang or pray. Na 
dipajarisulo it will be torch. Na dipagari or will be. Tappere or carpet in a tomb.  
In this kalindaqdaq, it is already known that prayer will be torch and carpet in the 
tomb but why it must be carpet because it can probably mean that by praying we 
will get reward and it will be the carpet in the tomb. In this kalindadaq, there is 
aqidah value because we can know about what is the happening in tomb as the 
end of life so that it becomes the first principle of Islam, iman to Allah SWT.  
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       CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
A. Conclusions  
After analyzing the data in the findings and discussions of 
Connotation And Denotation of Mandarese Religious Value In 
Kalindaqdaq, the discussion in the previous chapter gave a conclusion that 
there were 12 value of aqidah, 6 values of syariah and 5 value of akhlak 
and they were the part of religion value. 
B. Suggestions  
The researchers analyzed kalindaqdaq just from the book. Next, the 
researcher wants to analyze kalindaqdaq in field directly where the 
kalindaqdaq comes from the mouth of someone. 
Preserve the traditional culture as the way to maintain the culture 
so the next generations can know how is the truly kalindaqdaq.   
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